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Abstract
Models for radiation damage in graphite are reviewed and compared, leading to a
re-examination of the contribution made by vacancies to annealing processes. A method based
on density functional theory, using large supercells with orthorhombic and hexagonal
symmetry, is employed to calculate properties and behaviour of lattice vacancies and
displacement defects. It is concluded that annihilation of intimate Frenkel defects marks the
onset of recovery in electrical resistivity, which occurs when the temperature exceeds about
160 K. Migration of isolated monovacancies is estimated to have an activation energy of
Ea ≈ 1.1 eV. Coalescence into divacancy defects occurs in several stages, with different
barriers at each stage, depending on the path. The formation of pairs ultimately yields up to
8.9 eV energy, which is nearly 1.0 eV more than the formation energy for an isolated
monovacancy. Processes resulting in vacancy coalescence and annihilation appear to be
responsible for the main Wigner energy release peak in radiation-damaged graphite, occurring
at about 475 K.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal.)

1 Introduction

Owing to the discovery of fullerenes [1], carbon whiskers [2]
and nanotubes [3], and the isolation of graphene [4, 5], our
view of graphitic materials has advanced greatly in recent
years from the simple Bernal model [6]. It is now understood
that this family, based on threefold coordinated carbon atoms,
can exist in a much wider variety of forms than rigidly stacked
layers with hexagonal symmetry. In isolation, graphene sheets
behave more like pieces of woven silk fabric, which can fold
and wrinkle, than fixed, flat layers of a stiff mesh. The sheets
can roll up into tubes, scrolls, balls, onion-like forms, and fold
over upon themselves in complex ways [7–11].

In bulk form, graphite is an extremely resilient material,
which along with several other properties, makes it ideal for
many technological applications. One of these—which is the

underlying motivation for the present work—is as a moderator
and reflector material in nuclear fission reactors. The response
of the material at the atomic level to the intense radiation
and high temperatures found in reactor environments is now
informed by the advances in the understanding of graphitic
materials described in the previous paragraph.

One of the phenomena observed in graphite irradiated by
high-energy particles such as neutrons, is that of dimensional
change [12]. A piece of highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) may expand in the crystallographic c-direction by as
much as 20%, balanced by a corresponding, small shrinkage
in the basal directions [13, 14]. Clearly, dimensional change
has important implications for the structural integrity of
graphite components in nuclear reactors. Radiation damage to
graphite has many other well-documented effects, including
changes to electrical and thermal conductivity, and elastic
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Figure 1: Graph reconstructed from figure 1 in [19] showing the differential Wigner energy dH/dT released from pyrolytic graphite that
was recrystallized by annealing at 2800 C under 19.6 MPa pressure, and subsequently irradiated with fission-reactor neutrons at 78 K.
Reproduced with permission from Elsevier.

parameters [15].
The main purpose of this work is to examine the role

played by point defects and defect complexes when irradiated
graphite is annealed, emphasising the role of vacancies.
Annealing of radiation-induced defects in graphite releases the
potential energy stored within them, and restores the material
properties nearly to the pristine state when a sufficiently
high temperature is used [15]. For material which has been
heavily irradiated at temperatures below room temperature
this stored energy, known as Wigner energy, can be very
large in proportion to the specific heat, which can lead
to an uncontrollable, self-sustaining release of heat upon
annealing [16]. Experiments have shown that the release of
Wigner energy depends on the dose and the temperature of
irradiation [17]. When irradiation occurs at low temperatures,
the recovery behaviour is complex [16, 18]. Vacancies
and self-interstitials can form pairs and larger aggregates;
Frenkel defects can recombine [15], with each process
being accompanied by the release of energy at different
temperatures, corresponding to different activation energies.
An illustration of this (from [19]) is provided in figure 1.
Similar examples of Wigner energy release experiments can
be seen in [20–23]. It has been concluded from measurements
of electron-irradiated material that the peak at about 200 C,
which is observed in many experiments, is due to annihilation
of Frenkel defects [24].

The conventional model of radiation damage in graphite
emphasises the role of self interstitial atoms rather than
vacancies. When displaced from their normal lattice sites
by an energetic particle colliding with them, interstitials
are assumed to occupy locations between the layers. This
pushes the layers apart, and hence causes expansion along
the prismatic direction [25–30]. Upon annealing, the atoms
aggregate into new graphene sheets between existing ones,
taking the form of interstitial prismatic dislocation loops,
while vacancies coalesce into lines which collapse, causing
shrinkage in the basal plane [30, 31]. Thus, the response
of graphite to damaging radiation involves the creation and
accumulation of non-basal edge dislocation dipoles, and
causes progressive reduction in long-range order [32, 33].
Details of the processes that are believed to occur have been
captured by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
experiments showing the nucleation of prismatic dislocation
loops [34]. These dislocations are observed to be unstable
and undergo climb, resulting in the formation of new graphene
sheets at the expense of existing ones.

Although prismatic dislocation loops are observed to form

and grow following high-temperature annealing of irradiated
graphite [35–37], and evidence for the existence of vacancy
lines has been found [38], the interstitial loops are insufficient
in size and number to account for the expansion along the c-
direction [39, 40].

A key assumption of the conventional model is that
the interstitial atoms do not form covalent bonds with their
neighbours in the host [27, 41, 42], and this allows them to
migrate freely in the interlayer spaces, either as individual
atoms or in small clusters [28]. Early on, calculations using
the complete neglect of differential overlap methodology
(CNDO) showed that this hypothesis is unlikely to be
correct [43]. The merit of the CNDO scheme here is that the
wavefunctions of molecular orbitals are used to estimate the
total energies of the valence electrons, and, unlike empirical
potentials, it contains no assumptions about chemical bonds.
Later, the results of ab initio atomistic modelling based on
density functional theory (DFT) confirmed the view that
strong bonds do form between interstitial atoms and the host,
and found that the activation energy for interstitial migration
(Ea > 1.5 eV [44] and either Ea = 1.88 or 2.12 eV [45]) is
too high for aggregation to occur at the temperatures where
the onset of dimensional change occurs. This energy is much
larger than earlier estimates, which all lie below 0.5 eV for
isolated interstitial atoms [21, 27, 46–48]. Other recent work
based on DFT offers an alternative interpretation, where it
is proposed that two populations of interstitial atoms exist
at low temperatures, one of which is a metastable state that
can migrate easily, and cannot convert to the other stable,
immobile form owing to an activation energy barrier [49, 50].
However, it is our view that this model appears to have been
constructed as a way to force agreement with the conventional
model, which has been shown to have several flaws [51].
DFT calculations also predict that self-interstitial pairs in
graphite are particularly stable defects which cannot migrate
easily [52].

A consequence of assuming that the binding between
interstitial atoms and the host is weak, is that the interstitials
occupy a large effective volume, about 3.3 times the volume
per carbon atom in a graphite crystal, which reproduces
dimensional change data [29]. This is also not supported
by DFT calculations, which predict that the volume per
interstitial atom is much smaller than that postulated by
the conventional model [52]. Moreover, expansion occurs
in both prismatic and basal directions of a graphite crystal
when interstitial atoms are present, according to the DFT
calculations [52].
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In transmission electron microscopy experiments, in situ
electron irradiation of highly graphitized carbon fibres is
observed to produce expansion of the d002 lattice spacing by
up to about 11% [53,54]. Similar experiments on HOPG yield
an expansion of up to 4% in the lattice spacing, while the
specimens grow by up to 300% along the c-direction [55]. The
form of the damaging radiation (electrons, ions, neutrons) is
found to have little effect on the resulting microstructure [56].
Evidence for the aggregation of interstitial atoms into new
sheets as a cause for this expansion was looked for in
these experiments, but not found. The idea that interstitial
atoms migrate and coalesce into new graphene sheets between
existing ones is ruled out [56]. Instead, breaking and bending
of the graphene sheets in graphite appears to provide a
better model for dimensional change [56, 57]. According
to one proposal, this can be explained by the creation of
a disordered network of sp2-bonded atoms [58]. Other
research suggests that some displaced carbon atoms adopt
sp3 bonding configurations, possibly in the form of three-
dimensional clusters, both within the graphene sheets and
bridging neighbouring layers, which produces distortion and
breakage of the sheets [56, 59]. The presence of these
defects can also explain changes in electrical and thermal
conductivity which are observed when graphite is damaged
by radiation, and annealed, according to the model. Electron
energy loss measurements on HOPG are consistent with this
model as well [60]. Later work reiterates the point that
vacancies and interstitial atoms in radiation-damaged graphite
have unsaturated chemical bonds, which will usually be
reconstructed [61].

Another model for dimensional change divides the
processes that are responsible for it into low- and high-
temperature regimes [62]. According to this model,
radiation damage at low temperatures creates strong cross-
links between the layers. The existence of such defects
in neutron-irradiated hot-worked pyrolytic graphite has been
inferred from measurements of the elastic shear modulus
C44 [63], and it was anticipated that this would generate an
enormous strain in heavily damaged material, causing the
layers to buckle [64]. It was realised later that if radiation
damage caused crinkling or blistering of the sheets, then this
would produce an expansion in the prismatic direction [62].
Buckling of graphite layers induced by the presence of defects
has even been observed to occur in unirradiated graphite [65].
Furthermore, it has been argued that expanded regions in a
radiation-damaged graphite crystal would tend to repel each
other, owing to their long-ranged elastic interactions; hence,
they would not be randomly distributed, and this produces
the diffuse, asymmetric X-ray diffraction spots observed in
radiation-damaged graphite [13]. The original interpretation
was that interstitial atoms propped the layers apart; however,
this argument could equally well apply to the kind of blister-
like structures that would be produced by a system of
interlayer cross-links. At high temperatures, the cross-links
break, and dislocations become active. The measurements of
C44 cited previously find that this occurs above about 200 C,
and it was postulated that subsequent accumulation of defects
led to the formation of new graphene sheets [63]. In the
present model, basal dislocations accumulate in a manner that

first creates structures analogous to a ruck in a carpet or sheet
of fabric, then fold over completely upon themselves [62].
Hence, the material expands in the c-direction at the expense
of the basal dimensions. Simulations [62] show that these
folded structures are consistent with previously unexplained
diffuse features seen in X-ray diffraction experiments [66,67].
Thus, this model accounts for the fact that dimensional change
at low temperatures is not volume-conserving, while at high
temperatures it is [14].

The formation of cross-links in the low-temperature
radiation damage regime is demonstrated in molecular
dynamics simulations [68]. Although this employs a
classical potential, where the well-known shortcomings are
acknowledged, the simulations are able to illustrate the effects
of accumulated damage in a model that mimics the results of
DFT calculations fairly well, where comparisons are possible.
Blisters form in the graphene sheets around the sites of
cross-linking defects, and evidence of longer-ranged bending
and buckling can be seen, even though this is necessarily
constrained by the finite size of the model.

The models for radiation damage in graphite presented so
far have concentrated on the role of interstitial atoms, owing
to their status in the conventional model for radiation damage
in graphite. Unlike self interstitials, the conventional view
holds that isolated lattice vacancies have a high activation
energy for migration [46]; hence, they are a largely immobile
entity at temperatures below 1470 K, meaning that they do
not become active participants in the annealing process until
the temperature exceeds this level [69, 70]. However, it will
be seen in Section 3.2 that there is growing evidence that
this is not the case. The remainder of this work is a re-
examination and review of the role of vacancies in radiation
damaged graphite.

2 Method

The total energies Etotal of supercells are calculated using
a method based on self-consistent density functional theory,
aimpro. Only a brief summary of the main points is provided
here. For a more detailed explanation see [71–74].

In previous work [52], the exchange-correlation energy
contribution was evaluated according the formula for the local
density approximation (LDA) described by Perdew and Wang
(PW92) [75] only. The present work uses both the PW92-
LDA and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) by
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE96) [76]. The basis
sets [72], pseudopotentials [77], band-structure sampling [78],
filling of Kohn-Sham levels [79], structural optimization, and
other parameters and procedures all follow the method in [52].

Model defects are constructed in supercells of various
sizes with either hexagonal or orthorhombic crystal symmetry.
The orthorhombic supercells are approximately square in
the basal plane; hence, a point defect has four nearest
neighbouring images sharing the same basal plane, in contrast
to the six images for a hexagonal supercell of the same
size. Formation energies of defects are given by the same
formula as used previously [52]. Local vibrational modes
for defects are calculated by using the second derivatives of
energy with respect to the positions of the atoms to calculate
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the dynamical matrix for selected atoms close to a model
defect. Three methods are used to simulate the migration of
atoms, according to the geometry of the problem. In some
cases, symmetry can be exploited to hold a structure at the
mid-point between the initial and final state. A second method
calculates the total energy of the system subject to several
values of a fixed constraint(s) C = r2

ab− r2
ac for selected atoms,

where r2
ax is the distance between an atom a, and a second

atom x. The third method is nudged elastic band with optional
climb [80, 81].

Under some circumstances, defects generate shear forces
that have a component in the basal plane which, for a small
model system, are greater than the weak interlayer bonds in
graphite are able to resist. If these forces are left unchecked,
then a relative translation by up to half a C-C bond length of
the graphene layers in the host crystal would occur. In order
to counter this effect, one atom in each layer, furthest from
the defect region, can be constrained so that it may only move
along the prismatic direction of the crystal.

3 Results

3.1 Interlayer bonding

DFT calculations show that the weak interatomic forces,
which bind the graphene sheets of a graphite crystal together,
arise from the overlap of the partially occupied p-orbitals
projecting perpendicular to the planar sp2-hybridized orbitals
within the sheets [82]. This can be understood in terms of the
band structure. Dispersion of the π-bands along the prismatic
direction in graphite is significant, which implies that there is
a chemical bond between the layers [82]. Hence, in strained
graphite crystals, redistribution of electrons and holes at the
Brillouin zone boundaries is found to be the main contribution
to the elastic coefficients with prismatic components, C33 and
C44 [83]. However, the development of methods based on
density functional theory has, in recent years, provoked a new
debate about the origin of the interlayer forces in graphite.

There is a natural assumption that the inclusion of gradient
terms in GGAs means they are a better approximation than
the simpler LDA. Owing to the neglect of contributions
to the exchange-correlation energy from multiplet terms for
free atoms [84], atomization energies of small molecules, and
cohesive energies of crystals are usually overestimated by the
LDA, while GGAs usually yield results that are closer to their
measured values for these quantities, appearing to support
the idea that they are better. For example, the measured
cohesive energy of diamond is about 7.37 eV/atom [85],
while the values obtained using the aimpro method are about
8.76 eV/atom for the LDA, and about 7.64 eV/atom for the
PBE96-GGA. However, estimates for some quantities, such
as band gaps of semiconductors, are nearly always worse
with GGAs than the LDA, and the relative performance in
other areas is inconsistent [86]. Graphite is one case where
the LDA appears to perform significantly better than GGAs.
The LDA yields a good description of the interlayer binding
energy [82, 87], and is able to reproduce the observed lattice
parameters and elastic properties [88], while GGAs perform
very poorly (figure 2). The failure of GGAs for graphite is

blamed on the omission of London dispersion forces from
the theory, and the success of the LDA, which also neglects
London dispersion, is believed to be due to a fortuitous
cancellation of errors. Nevertheless, it has been shown that it
is not possible to describe fully the interlayer forces by using
an interatomic potential of the form applicable to London
dispersion, as would be the case if this were the main source
of these forces [83, 89, 90]. The possibility that the fault with
GGAs may lie elsewhere is overlooked.
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Figure 2: Graph illustrating the interlayer binding energy versus
c lattice parameter for graphite. The observed lattice parameter is
c = 6.7079 ± 0.0007 Å; the calculated values are cLDA = 6.5186 Å,
and cGGA = 7.5290 Å.

According to quantum Monte Carlo calculations (which
do include London dispersion) GGAs do not provide
consistent improvement over the LDA because errors are
closely correlated with the Laplacian, rather than the gradient
of the electron density [91]. The calculations, for model
systems with a sinusoidal density modulation along one
dimension forming sheets of charge in the two other spatial
dimensions, show that there is some cancellation of errors for
the LDA, which is best for regions of slowly varying density,
and worst for density maxima. However, the way in which
GGAs are constructed means they tend to magnify rather than
reduce this error. Thus, in some cases GGAs provide a poorer
approximation than the LDA. This suggests that errors arising
from the neglect of Laplacian terms in density functionals may
be more important than the omission of London dispersion.

General-purpose density functionals with Laplacian terms
are not available at present. In their absence, a practical
approach to correct the interlayer binding of graphite for
GGAs is to modify the energy functional either on an
empirical [49, 92–95], or an ab initio [50, 96, 97] basis,
so that the experimentally observed lattice parameters are
reproduced. However, this is based on assumptions which,
it has been seen here, are not necessarily correct. Moreover,
although corrections to GGAs have a significant effect on the
weak interatomic forces responsible for the interlayer binding
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: The isolated monovacancy in graphite: (a) ground state; (b) transition state for migration.

of graphite, this is small in comparison with the strength of
bonds between atoms in defects and their host [98, 99]. An
equally practical approach to this problem is to accept that
the LDA provides a better description of interlayer binding
in graphite than GGAs. Calculations based on the random
phase approximation (RPA) appear to support this idea [100].
The RPA is thought to give an accurate description of weak,
non-covalent bonding; however, its application is restricted
by the high computational cost of the method. The RPA
calculations demonstrate that even the more sophisticated
ab initio density functionals with van der Waals terms fail
to reproduce well lattice parameters, binding energies, and
the C33 elastic parameters simultaneously for weakly-bonded
layered materials, owing to the compromises needed to
construct the functionals.

Finally, it is possible to assess the relative performance of
density functionals by constraining all calculations to use the
LDA-derived lattice parameters. These are a = 2.4458 Å, and
c = 6.5186 Å, which are close to the observed values. This is
the protocol adopted for the present work.

3.2 Lattice vacancies

An ‘ideal’ lattice vacancy in graphite on either an α or β
site possesses D3h symmetry, with a threefold axis through
its centre. This leaves it with a doubly degenerate 2E′σ state
occupied by one electron, making the defect unstable against a
Jahn-Teller distortion [101]. The predicted ground state of the
defect adopts a structure with C2v symmetry, where two of the
three atoms neighbouring the vacancy form a bond between
them, with the remaining atom on the mirror plane of the
reconstructed defect (figure 3(a)). Graphene is often used as
the basis for models of vacancies in graphite, and this yields
similar results [45, 102–107]. In this instance the distinction
between α and β sites vanishes, and interlayer bonding no
longer applies. The present work uses both graphite and
graphene monovacancy models to facilitate comparisons, and
assess the validity of the calculations. Supercells of different
sizes and types are also considered. A summary of results is
given in table 1.

Formation energies for vacancies in graphite and graphene
when calculated using the PBE96-GGA are lower by about
0.6 eV than they are with the LDA. This is of similar

magnitude to the difference in cohesive energy of graphene
for these functionals, which is about 0.97 eV, according to our
calculations.

While there is generally good agreement between
calculated and measured values for the formation energy of
monovacancies in graphite (experiments find E f ≈ 7.0 ±
0.5 eV [46]) theory consistently predicts a very much
smaller activation energy for vacancy migration (table 1)
than is usually attributed to this process by experimental
measurements (Ea = 3.1 ± 0.2 eV [46]). Measurements of
vacancy concentrations in single-crystal graphite irradiated
with neutrons and carbon ions at different temperatures were
an early exception to this, where it was found that the results
of the experiments are inconsistent with the notion of a high
activation energy for vacancy migration [40]. Unfortunately,
the data did not allow an estimate for the activation energy
to be made, and it was not possible to determine whether the
mechanism involved single vacancies or pairs. Later, direct
observations by scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) of
vacancy migration on the surface of graphite crystals gave
an activation energy in much better agreement with theory
(Ea ≈ 1 eV [108]). This suggests, on balance, that the lower
values are closer to the truth, and reinterpretation of the 3.1-eV
figure is needed. According to the present work, Ea ≈ 1.1 eV
for vacancy migration. The structure at the transition state is
shown in figure 3(b).

It is informative to apply the molar Arrhenius formula
k = A exp(−Ea/RT ) to estimate the temperature at which
vacancy migration begins to occur at a significant rate. If
the prefactor for the exponential is assumed to be the same
order of magnitude as the Debye frequency of graphite (A ∼
1013–1014 Hz) then, for this range of frequencies and Ea =

1.1 eV, onset of vacancy migration in graphite is predicted
to occur at a rate k ∼ 1 s−1 when the temperature reaches
T = 396–411 K, approximately. Within the accuracy of
the calculation, this is consistent with the observed peak
in energy released from electron irradiated graphite that
occurs at about 475 K, which is attributed to the annihilation
of Frenkel defects [24]. Later work, involving Raman
scattering observations of HOPG irradiated with 3-keV He+

ions measured the barrier to annihilation of Frenkel defects to
be Ea = 0.89±0.10 eV [109], which was subsequently revised
upwards slightly to Ea = 0.98 ± 0.10 eV, and found to follow
second-order kinetics [110].
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Table 1: Summary of calculated formation energies E f , activation energies for migration Ea, magnetic moments M, length of reconstruction
bond R, and out-of-plane displacement of the unpaired atom ∆z of graphene monovacancies. The aimpro method finds ∆z = 0 when M , 0.

Graphite 6 × 3 × 2 orthorhombic 6 × 6 × 2 hexagonal

aimpro LDA GGA LDA GGA

E f (α) (eV) 7.95 7.33 7.99 7.38
E f (β) (eV) 7.93 7.31 7.96 7.35
Ea(α→ β) (eV) 1.08 1.11 1.07 1.15
M(α) (µB) 1.00 1.01 1.15 1.13
M(β) (µB) 1.45 1.48 1.25 1.25
R(α) (Å) 1.83 1.80 1.86 1.82
R(β) (Å) 1.87 1.82 1.89 1.86

Graphene 6 × 3 orthorhombic 12 × 6 orthorhombic

aimpro LDA GGA LDA GGA

E f (eV) 8.07 7.45 7.91 7.36
Ea (eV) 1.32 1.26 1.24 1.25
M (µB) 1.26 1.38 1.31 1.32
R (Å) 1.89 1.85 1.83 1.80

Graphene Reference [102] References [103, 106] Reference [107] Reference [45]

Other work LDA GGA LDA GGA

E f (eV) 7.4 7.7 7.65 7.85
Ea (eV) 1.7 1.3 1.37
M (µB) 0 1.04
R (Å) 2.1 ± 0.1 2.02 2.15 2.37
∆z (Å) 0.47 0.18 0.43 0.29

Monovacancies in graphite and graphene are also
predicted to possess a magnetic moment in their ground
state of about 1.0–1.5 µB, according to the present and
previous calculations [103–105,111,112]. Direct observations
of vacancies on graphite surfaces by STM [113] have
demonstrated that they possess localized magnetic moments,
deduced from their effect on the local density of states, in
accord with a tight-binding model [114]. The magnitude of
the moment, and nature of the magnetic ordering is sensitive to
the arrangement of vacancies in two [111, 115, 116] and three
dimensions [117], as well as their identity [113,114] (table 1).
Further, we find that the magnetic moment of a monovacancy
is quenched when the unpaired atom is displaced away from
the basal plane. If the magnetic moment is forced to be zero,
then displacement of the unpaired atom occurs spontaneously,
according to our calculations. This supports the results of DFT
calculations by Paz et al., who show that the ground state
of a monovacancy in graphene is planar, but that metastable
states exist where the unpaired atom is displaced out of plane,
depending on the net magnetic moment of the defect [118]. In
the purely two dimensional case of graphene, a tight-binding
study [116] has shown how magnetic moments induced in
the π-electron system by nonmagnetic defects is determined
by Lieb’s theorem [119]. Accordingly, when two vacancies
occupy the same sublattice of graphene, the ground state is
triplet; when each lies on the two different sublattices, the
ground state is singlet. It is also found that the magnitude of
the local moment for each vacancy increases with increasing
separation between the vacancies [115, 116].

Table 2: Binding energies (eV) of divacancy defects relative to
two isolated monovacancies calculated for graphite with the aimpro
program package (6×3×2 orthorhombic supercells), and for graphene
by Lee et al. [105] with the vasp code.

aimpro vasp

LDA GGA LDA GGA

Eb(Vcis
2 ) 1.95 1.38

Eb(V trans
2 ) 2.73 2.38 2.76

Eb(Vαβ
2 ) 7.99 7.69 7.59 7.71

Eb(Vhaeckel.
2 ) 8.91 8.68 8.50 8.61

3.3 Lattice vacancy coalescence

If monovacancies in graphite are mobile at temperatures above
about 200 C, then it is anticipated that they will coalesce as
pairs and higher complexes when they encounter one another,
because this reduces the number of broken bonds [101]. A
simple calculation shows that the energy gained by forming
a pair must be of similar magnitude the cohesive energy
of graphite [120]. The present calculations examine four
structures where pairing occurs on the same graphene sheet.
These structures are illustrated in figure 4; their binding
energies are given in table 2.

The nearest-neighbour αβ divacancy and haeckelite
structure divacancy are predicted to be more stable
than isolated monovacancies; hence, the concentration
of divacancies will be higher than the concentration of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Lattice vacancy pairs in graphite: (a) cis third-neighbour divacancy; (b) trans third-neighbour divacancy; (c) αβ divacancy; (d)
haeckelite structure divacancy.

monovacancies when the system is at thermal equilibrium.
The trans third-neighbour divacancy is more stable than the cis
third-neighbour divacancy, owing to the C≡C bond spanning
the centre of the defect. This bond is calculated to have a
high-frequency stretching mode at 2211 cm−1. Long chain
carbynes, which contain –C≡C– units, exhibit a similar high-
frequency mode at about 2000 cm−1 in Raman-scattering
experiments [121], and the infrared spectrum of PPDO (a
polymer with –C≡C– units) has a strong absorption line at
2200 cm−1 [122]. The potential experienced by the central
–C≡C– unit of the trans third-neighbour divacancy has three
local minima: one lies in the plane of the host graphene sheet
containing the defect, and there are two equivalent locations
offset from the plane by about 0.39 Å. All three minima have
nearly the same energy. Therefore, the structure will certainly
have complex very low-frequency behaviour; however, it is
not possible to quantify this at present. Nevertheless, it is
likely that modes with very low frequency from this defect
contribute to an anomaly observed for the specific heat of
radiation damaged graphite at low temperatures [123], and
that the earlier explanation for this phenomenon is probably
incorrect [51].

The onset of vacancy coalescence for two vacancies on the
same graphene sheet begins at fourth neighbour separation.
Beyond this there is negligible interaction. When two
fourth neighbour vacancies lie along a [101̄0] direction, the
activation energy to form a cis third-neighbour divacancy is
0.29 eV, while it is only 0.25 eV to create a trans third-
neighbour divacancy. When two vacancies lie along a [112̄0]
direction, the fourth neighbour divacancy is unstable, and
spontaneous collapse to a trans third-neighbour divacancy
occurs. Therefore, vacancy migration is much less likely to

produce cis third-neighbour divacancies than trans ones.
Cis third-neighbour divacancies face a barrier of about

0.82 eV to collapse to a nearest neighbour αβ divacancy. Trans
third-neighbour divacancies are significantly more stable,
having an activation energy of 2.14 eV to form an αβ
divacancy, according to the present calculations. Previous
estimates for the activation energy of this step of divacancy
coalescence in a graphene sheet are Ea = 2.17 eV by Zhang
et al. [45], calculated using the Perdew-Wang (PW91) variant
of the GGA, and Ea = 1.52 eV by Lee et al. [105] using the
LDA.

Raman scattering observations of HOPG exposed to 3-keV
He+ ions, attribute a process with Ea = 1.8 ± 0.3 eV as
being one involving vacancy coalescence [109]. This value
is consistent with the three theoretical estimates of Ea for
the collapse of a trans third-neighbour divacancy given in the
previous paragraph. However, the prevailing belief at the time
when the experiments were performed was that the barrier to
vacancy migration was much higher, which made this result
difficult to understand, in spite of being confirmed in later
work by the same group [110, 124].

When observed by STM, nearest neighbour divacancies
in graphene are predicted to exhibit a characteristic pattern,
aligned along the principal crystallographic directions [125,
126]. The experimental fingerprint of this defect for graphene
on a SiC(0001̄) substrate, and few-layer exfoliated HOPG
appears to be a good match [126].

The final stage in the process, transforming an αβ
divacancy into a haeckelite divacancy, has a barrier of 5.14 eV.
This is close to the result found by Lee et al. for a graphene
sheet using the LDA, who found Ea = 5.17 eV [105]. Figure 5
provides a summary of our results in a graphical form.
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Figure 5: Vacancy coalescence: this begins with one vacancy at
the point marked with a solid (pink) disk and a second vacancy
located further than the fourth-neighbouring points where the pair
starts to interact. The process ends at the haeckelite divacancy
centred, in effect, on the same point as the first vacancy marked with
a solid (pink) disk. (Red) disks with a white horizontal bar represent
unstable structures. Energies in eV relative to the total energy of
two isolated monovacancies are shown with an upright typeface;
activation energies in eV for each step are given in a slanted typeface,
with arrows showing the direction for net vacancy motion.

In terms of annealing temperature, fourth-neighbour
divacancies are stable when T . 90–100 K, and cis third-
neighbour divacancies can survive while T . 295–320 K.
Since monovacancies are not mobile at these temperatures,
fourth-neighbour and cis third-neighbour divacancies cannot
be created by monovacancy migration. Trans third-neighbour
divacancies are hardier species: they remain stable while
T . 770–830 K, which is well above the threshold for
monovacancy mobility. Thus, monovacancies can migrate
and form trans third-neighbour divacancies in the range T ≈
450–800 K, or be annihilated by any interstitial atoms they
encounter. At higher temperatures, trans third-neighbour
divacancies coalesce into nearest neighbour αβ divacancies.
An annealing temperature in excess of 1800–2000 K is needed
to transform αβ divacancies into the haeckelite divacancy
state.

Vacancies on separate, neighbouring graphene sheets in
graphite can form bound pairs [127]. The earlier results of
calculations using 4×4×1 hexagonal supercells are confirmed
by the present work using 6 × 3 × 2 orthorhombic supercells,
with the addition of two new structures. In all, there are four
different forms of cross-layer divacancies which are bound:
one αβ pair with a single cross-linking bond between the
layers

(
Vαβ

2,1

)
, and three ββ pairings (figure 6). Two of the ββ

pairs are at nearest neighbour separation with one
(
Vββ

2,1

)
or

two cross-links
(
Vββ

2,2

)
, and second neighbour separation with

one cross-link
(
Vββ∗

2,1

)
. A summary of the results, including the

point group symmetry for each defect, is given in table 3.

Table 3: Binding energies (eV) of cross-layer divacancies relative to
isolated monovacancies calculated by the aimpro program package.
The second subscript denotes the number of cross-links between
the graphene layers; the ‘∗’ superscript means that the vacancies
are located on second nearest neighbouring sites. The point group
symmetry for each defect is given in the second column.

Description LDA GGA Reference [127]

Vαβ
2,1 Cs 1.53 1.22

Vββ
2,1 C2 1.77 1.38 1.9

Vββ
2,2 C2h 1.77 1.10

Vββ∗
2,1 C2h 3.25 2.88 3.4

Telling et al. suggested the reason for the observed
activation energy for vacancy migration in graphite being
3.1 eV [46], and the then best theoretical estimate being only
1.7 eV [102], is that the process is inhibited by the trapping
of monovacancies as cross-layer pairs [127]. Based on their
results for cross-layer divacancy binding energies, they arrived
at an overall activation energy for dissociation Ea = 3.6 eV.
Applying the same reasoning to the present results gives Ea =

3.0 eV with the LDA and Ea = 2.7 eV with the GGA.
Positron annihilation experiments have identified the

presence of single and multivacancy complexes in electron-
and neutron-irradiated HOPG [69,128]. Evidence of a 〈101̄0〉
vacancy line has also been seen in STM experiments on
HOPG irradiated with carbon ions [38]. Calculations show
that the stability of multivacancy complexes is controlled by
two factors: the number of dangling bonds [128], and their
ability to reconstruct [107, 129, 130]. Thus, it is found that
V4 and V6 are particularly stable entities. The possibility that
vacancies may coalesce into lines has been investigated using
models based on DFT, where it was found that energy barriers
to vacancy migration favour the formation of lines oriented in
〈101̄0〉 directions over those in 〈112̄0〉 directions [129].

3.4 Displacement defects

Two types of defects exist in graphite where atoms are
displaced from lattice sites of the host without adding or
removing atoms. These are Stone-Wales defects and Frenkel
defects.

A Stone-Wales defect is generated by a pericyclic
rearrangement of a graphene sheet, nanotube, or
fullerene [131]. According to the aimpro method, the
defect has a formation energy in graphite of 5.14 eV using
the PW92-LDA, and E f = 5.26 eV with the PBE96-
GGA. Since creation or removal of a Stone-Wales defect
involves the concerted exchange of two pairs of bonds,
this reaction has a high activation energy. The calculated
activation energy for removal of a Stone-Wales defect is
Ea = 4.54 eV with the PW92-LDA, which implies that
annealing of the defect requires a temperature above about
1640–1760 K. This is close to the temperature range
where nearest neighbour divacancies can transform at an
appreciable rate into the haeckelite structure, which occurs
by a similar mechanism involving the concerted exchange
of two pairs of bonds, meaning that both mechanisms will
contribute to the release of Wigner energy when graphite
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Cross-layer lattice vacancy pairs in graphite: (a) αβ single reconstructed close cross divacancy Vαβ
2,1; (b) ββ single reconstructed

close cross divacancy Vββ
2,1; (c) ββ double reconstructed close cross divacancy Vββ

2,2; (d) single reconstructed second neighbour cross divacancy
Vββ∗

2,1 . Pairs of atoms forming cross-layer reconstruction bonds are coloured yellow.

is annealed at these temperatures. Using the PBE96-GGA
instead of the LDA predicts that the barrier to eliminate a
Stone-Wales defect is slightly smaller, making the estimated
temperature for onset of annealing lower by about 50 K than
it is with the LDA. Previous studies have found broadly
similar results [44, 132–138], with one exception [139].
The exception (Kaxiras and Pandey) uses a model based on
rhombohedral graphite instead of a single graphene sheet,
which all the others use, and gives significantly higher values
for the formation and activation energies. Xu, Fu, and Pedraza
suggest that may be a consequence of insufficient structural
optimization [132]. Later work has also shown that, owing
to long-ranged elastic effects, the formation energy for a
Stone-Wales defect varies over a range E f = 4.20–5.90 eV
depending on the size of model and orientation of the defect
within it [138]. Using graphene as the model, we find that
E f = 5.13 eV for a 6 × 3 orthorhombic supercell with the
defect in the same orientation as it is for the graphite model,
and E f = 4.84 eV for a 12 × 6 supercell with the PW92-
LDA. Using instead the PBE96-GGA gives E f = 5.27 eV and
4.97 eV for the 72- and 288-atom supercells, respectively.

The lowest energy state for an isolated interstitial atom
in graphite is a structure with C2 symmetry, known as a
spiro-interstitial [44, 52, 127, 140]. A self interstitial can also
coexist in very close proximity to a lattice vacancy without
mutual annihilation [141]. This is a metastable state, called
an intimate Frenkel defect. It has a formation energy which is
significantly lower than the sum of their individual formation
energies. There are two forms of this defect, where either an

α- or a β-atom is displaced from its lattice site in the host
to an interstitial location (figure 7). The interstitial atom is
connected by one bond to the graphene sheet containing the
vacancy, and makes two bonds to the adjacent graphene sheet.
Both defects have no identifiable symmetry (C1). Earlier
calculations using the LDA estimated the formation energy
of the defect in a 64-atom hexagonal supercell to be E f ≈

10.8 eV, making it about 2.9 eV more stable than the total
energy of an isolated monovacancy and a self interstitial in
the spiro state [141]. Similar results for the structures and
formation energies are found in the present work, using 288-
atom orthorhombic supercells. The total energy of the α form
of the defect is calculated to be 3.14 eV less than the sum of
the formation energies of an α vacancy and a self-interstitial
atom using the PW92-LDA, and 3.01 eV for the PBE96-GGA.
For the β form of an intimate Frenkel defect, these energies are
3.19 eV using the PW92-LDA, and 3.04 eV for the PBE96-
GGA.

In the earlier calculations [141], the activation energy to
annihilate an intimate Frenkel defect was estimated to be Ea ≈

1.4 eV, suggesting this process likely to be the one which is
responsible for the large release of Wigner energy that occurs
when radiation damaged graphite is annealed at about 200 C.
However, the present results predict that VαI has a nearly
no barrier preventing its collapse, and Ea(VβI) ≈ 0.76 eV,
implying that the onset of annealing would be observed at
about 272–293 K. The annihilation of each intimate Frenkel
defect removes scattering centres for conduction electrons
from two graphene layers; hence, a large reduction in basal
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(VαI) (VβI)

Figure 7: Metastable intimate Frenkel defects in graphite. A carbon atom is displaced from either an α or a β lattice site in the host crystal.

electrical resistivity is expected for this process. Experiments
have shown that when graphite is irradiated with electrons
or neutrons with energies over 1 MeV at temperatures below
80 K, its electrical resistivity increases [19, 142]. When the
material is annealed, an abrupt rise in its electrical resistivity
occurs over the temperature range 80–110 K, approximately.
This phenomenon, known as reverse annealing, implies that
new defects are created, which act as stronger scattering
centres than their precursors. The resistivity continues to rise
up to about 140 K, but then begins to decline, falling more
rapidly above 160 K. At first glance, this temperature would
appear to be too low for the annealing of intimate Frenkel
defects. However, according to our calculations, the activation
energy for intimate Frenkel defect removal is approximately
halved when free relative translation of graphene sheets is
allowed within a 128-atom, 4 × 2 × 2 orthorhombic supercell.
It is also reasonable to expect that the activation energy for
this process in a twist boundary (where there is a relative
rotation of the graphene layers) may be lower than in the
ideal material. While this does not fully explain reverse
annealing, it does provide a mechanism for the first stage of
recovery above about 140 K. Further recovery of the electrical
resistivity can occur at temperatures exceeding about 400 K,
when vacancies are predicted to become mobile, allowing
them to encounter interstitial atoms. A summary of formation
energies, and activation energies for Stone-Wales and intimate
Frenkel defect annealing are given in table 4.

Table 4: Formation and activation energies (eV) to remove a Stone-
Wales defect (S W), and the α and β forms of intimate Frenkel defects
in graphite (288-atom 6 × 3 × 2 orthorhombic supercell).

Description PW92-LDA PBE96-GGA

E f (S W) 5.14 5.27
E f (VαI) 10.67 10.61
E f (VβI) 10.59 10.55

Ea(S W) 4.54 4.42
Ea(VαI) ∼ 0 ∼ 0
Ea(VβI) 0.76 0.75

4 Summary and conclusions

Much of the information needed to explain the phenomena
which occur when graphite is damaged by exposure to
energetic radiation, such as dimensional change and reverse
annealing, is available in the existing literature. However,
in their interpretation of experimental results, most studies
adhere to the conventional model in spite of its shortcomings
described in the present work. One such shortcoming, central
to the conventional model, is the assumption that interstitial
carbon atoms do not form strong bonds with the host, contrary
to chemical intuition, and the results of ab initio calculations.
Another is the belief that lattice vacancies are relatively
immobile species. The results of calculations reported here
show, in agreement with previous work, that this is unlikely,
and that vacancies rather than self-interstitials are the active
entity responsible for the large release of Wigner energy at
around 200 C.

The role of vacancies in annealing of radiation damage in
graphite begins when the temperature is above about 140 K
with the annihilation of intimate Frenkel defects in slip or
twist boundaries, resulting in the sharp decrease of electrical
resistivity observed by experiments. The removal of these
defects cross-linking graphene layers also leads to the onset
of recovery of both Young’s modulus, and low-temperature
dimensional change. Annealing continues with annihilation
of the β-form of intimate Frenkel defects at about room
temperature, then vacancies become fully mobile by 200 C.
This means that they are free to consume any interstitial
atoms they encounter, form trans third-neighbour or cross-
layer divacancies, or disappear at surfaces, all of which will
release large amounts of stored energy. More Wigner energy
is released at temperatures above about 500 C when trans
third-neighbour divacancies collapse to nearest neighbour
divacancies. Aggregation into multivacancy complexes is
likely to be an active process as well. All of these vacancy
complexes (and Stone-Wales defects) require much higher
temperatures to anneal out.

A summary of the findings of the present work is given in
table 5. This should only be taken as a guide, since it relies
on the assumptions and approximations described previously.
In particular, the prefactor for the Arrhenius formula is an
order-of-magnitude estimate, and the threshold frequency for
the rates of reactions to become significant is assumed to
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Table 5: Implications for annealing of radiation damage in graphite based on the results of the present work.

Temperature Defect activity Implied outcomes

100 Limit of stability for fourth-neighbour divacancies. Vacancy coalescence commences.
140 Intimate Frenkel defects in twist or slip boundaries

begin to collapse.
Onset of recovery for electrical and elastic
parameters.

280 β intimate Frenkel defects vanish. Recovery of electrical and elastic parameters
accelerates; Wigner energy release grows.310 Cis third-neighbour divacancies collapse.

400 Monovacancies are mobile. Interstitial atoms are consumed; cross-layer and trans
third-neighbour pairs form resulting in a large release
of Wigner energy.

800 Limit of stability for trans third-neighbour
divacancies.

More Wigner energy is released by the formation of
nearest-neighbour αβ divacancies.

1400 Cross-layer divacancies dissociate. Few interlayer cross-links remain; electrical and
elastic parameters become close to their values in
pristine graphite.

1700 Limit of stability for nearest-neighbour αβ
divacancies and Stone-Wales defects.

Only haeckelite structure divacancies survive.

be ∼ 1 s−1. It is necessary, therefore, to take into account
that fission reactors operate over timescales of decades, while
laboratory measurements may be measured in seconds, when
making comparisons with experimental observations. Only
the contributions to annealing from specific vacancies and
displacement defects are considered in the present work; other
defects are ignored, or assumed to be bystanders. Further
work is necessary to complete the picture.

Thus, in conclusion, reversing the role of vacancies and
interstitials with respect to the conventional model is shown
in this work to be more consistent with both experimental
and theoretical evidence than is normally assumed in earlier
studies.
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